SIMPLY CLEVER

ŠKODA SUPERB
ACCESSORIES

The ŠKODA Superb and Superb Combi have been
designed with the maximum comfort, convenience
and safety for day-to-day operation in mind. We have
prepared an offer of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
to make your car more suitable for your individual
demands and to satisfy your specific requirements
in extraordinary situations as well.
Whether you need to enlarge the transport capacity
of your car or underline its original style, your choice
of accessories will certainly be to your full satisfaction.
The ŠKODA Genuine Accessories products represent
an extension of standard and extra equipment
options designed for the Superb and Superb Combi
and undergoing intensive testing at ŠKODA AUTO
company.

TRANSPORT

Basic roof rack for model Superb (LAS 800 001)
Bicycle carrier for a tow bar;
2 bikes capacity (3T0 071 105)

There may be situations when the transport of some luggage inside
the car is either dangerous or the boot is simply not spacious enough.
Therefore, the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories include many different
roof carriers and holders for specialised use (skis and bikes) fixed
on to the basic roof rack (Superb) or the transverse roof rack (Superb
Combi). A ski box in the ŠKODA design is also available. If you choose
a detachable tow bar for your car, you can use it for the transport
of bikes or tow a trailer with a total maximum weight of 2,000 kg.
Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profile;
capacity up to 20 kg (3T0 071 128A)
No photo:
Lockable bicycle carrier with metal profile (3T0 071 128)
Luggage basket; including fastening net and straps (LBT 009 006)
Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile;
capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBB 000 001)
No photo: Lockable ski or snowboard rack with metal profile;
capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBT 071 027)
Lockable ski and snowboard box; capacity up to 5 pairs
of skis or 4 snowboards; 380-litre capacity (5L6 071 175);
successfully passed City Crash Test (5L6 071 175);
in black metallic colour (5L6 071 175A)
Transverse roof rack
for model Superb Combi (3T9 019 110)*
The luggage rack control is very simple.
To assemble and fix the luggage rack,
turn the eccentric lever to the lower
position (see the detail)
*from 8/2013 available under new order number

Detachable tow bar
(EEA 800 001A)
Electrics with 13-pole
socket for Superb with serial
preparation for the tow bar
(EEA 800 004EL);
for cars without serial
preparation for the tow bar
(EEA 800 003EL)
Adapter with 7-pole socket
for trailer connection
(EAZ 000 001A)
Safety lug of the tow bar
for the trailer (3TO 056 705)

(3T0 071 151)

The City Crash is a method of testing genuine accessories
products that can be fi tted to the vehicle’s body, such as
roof railings, transverse roof racks and other transport
systems including boxes, bicycle, ski and surfboard carriers etc.
Method: A section of the body is fi tted to special skids, which are travelling
at a speed of 30 km/h. At the moment of the simulated collision, the force
reaches between 9 and 12 G’s and lasts for 80 ms.
Evaluation: In order to successfully pass the City Crash test, none of the
transported objects may get detached from the body, which demonstrates
that the safety of both pedestrians and other vehicles in real traffic is not
endangered by the product.

Interior bicycle holder for 2 bicycles
for Superb Combi for fitting into the internal
part of the false boot floor (3T9 056 700)
For fitting into the basic boot without false boot
it is necessary to byu 2 mounting fixtures (3T9 071 335)
and for fitting into the boot with integrated aluminium
strips (3T9 071 335A)
Bag for transverse racks
(000 071 156)

COMFORT & UTILITY

Thermo-electric cooling box,
20-litre capacity (000 065 400E)

Ski sack
capacity up to
4 pairs of skis
(DMA 600 004A)

Protective cover
of rear seats
(DMA 009 001)
Thermo-electric
cooling box,
15-litre capacity
(5L0 065 400)

Regarding the car’s accessories, comfort & utility walk hand in hand. Our products will not only increase your comfort (cruise control, sunblinds etc.)
but also use the car’s compartments more effectively (netting system, false boot floor etc.), keep your car interior tidy (foot mats) or protect the body
from damage (mud flaps).

Rear side window sunblinds for Superb Combi (3T9 064 361)
No photo: Sunblinds for:
– boot side windows for Superb Combi (3T9 064 363)
– rear side windows for Superb (DCK 819 001)
– 5th door window for Superb Combi (3T9 019 120)

Child rear view mirror*
for a clearer view
of the rear seats
in black colour
(000 072 549B 9B9);
in beige colour
(000 072 549B WC4);
in grey colour
(000 072 549B Y20)

Umbrella
(MKA 800 001)

Front side
window wind
deflectors
(KCD 809 001)

Clothes hanger
(3T0 061 127)

Ashtray
into the center console
(000 061 142 A)

Footmats; 4-piece sets;
Prestige textile (3T1 061 270);
Standard textile (3T1 061 420);
rubber (3T1 061 550)

Cruise control
for all engine versions
for cars with on-board
computer (3TO 035 623);
for cars without on-board
computer (3TO 035 623A)

Trunk grille for Superb Combi (3T9 071 195)

* Available during the 1st quarter of 2015

Rubber boot mat for Superb Combi
for booth with integrated aluminium
strips or false boot floor (3T9 061 190B)

No photo: Rubber boot mat
for Superb (DCD 800 001)

Textile boot mat for Superb (DCA 800 002)
No photo:
Textile boot mat for Superb Combi - for basic boot without integrated aluminum strips or false boot floor (3T9 061 190)
- for boot with integrated aluminium strips or false boot floor (3T9 061 190A)

Plastic boot dish with ALU partition for Superb Combi (not suitable with false boot floor); raised 10cm edge (3T9 061 162);
ALU partition can be set in different positions to divide the boot dish storage area; Extra ALU partition (3TO 017 254)

Ruber boot mat over tunnel
(3T0 061 580)

Plastic boot dish with raised edge
for Superb (DCE 800 001)

Front mud flaps (KEA 800 001)

False boot floor for Superb; 3-part
(DAA 810 001–003)

Netting system for Superb;
vertical rear net (DMK 800 001);
floor net ( DMK 800 002);
vertical side net (DMK 800 003);
small vertical side net (DMK 800 004);
No photo:
Netting system for Superb Combi;
floor net (3T9 017 700);
vertical side and rear net (3T9 017 700A)

Boot bag (DMK 770 003)

Net under the roller cover for Superb Combi (3T9 017 700B);
No photo: Net under the cover for Superb (3T5 017 700)

Antislip net for plastic booth dish (3T0 061 210)

Rear mud flaps
(KEA 800 002)
No photo:
Rear bumper cover foil
(3T9 071 316) for Superb Combi
Protective rear bumper cover foil
(3T9 071 133) for Superb Combi

SPORT & DESIGN

TwinDoor spoiler
for Superb (3T0 071 641)
Chrome boot strip
for Superb (3T0 071 360)*

External mirrors decorative cover
in black design (3T0 072 530 F9R)

Chrome protective lateral strips
(KGA 800 001)
Roof spoiler
for Superb Combi
(3T9 071 605)

A sporty style suits elegant cars like the ŠKODA Superb and Superb Combi as well. The best solutions are accessories from the sport & design category, which include
the styling kit (on the photo above) covering the front bumper spoiler, TwinDoor spoiler (Superb), roof spoiler (Superb Combi), rear diffuser and stainless steel exhaust
pipe end piece. An abundant offer of 16", 17" and 18" alloy wheels or various leather accessories including leather steering wheels is also available.

*available from the 3rd quarter of 2013

Leather steering wheel,
3-spoke multifunctional
(3T0 064 241 CWE)

Leather gear stick,
6-speed manual transmission
(3T0 064 230 A0S)
Black door sill covers
(KDA 800 001)

Leather handbrake lever
(FFA 600 011)
Decorative door sill covers
with stainless steel inserts in front and rear
(KDA 800 002)
Leather steering wheel,
3-spoke
(5E0 064 241 CWD)

Alloy wheel Themisto 7.5J x 18"
in silver design; for tyre 225/40 R18 (CCH 800 001)

Alloy wheel Luna 7.5J x 18"
in silver design; for tyre 225/40 R18 (CCA 800 001)

Alloy wheel Sirius 7.5J x 18"
in silver design; for tyre 225/40 R18 (3T0 071 498G 7ZS)

Alloy wheel Twister 7.5J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497F 8Z8)

Alloy wheel Callisto 7.5J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497 D 7ZS)

Alloy wheel Trifid 7.5J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497 E 7ZS)

Alloy wheel Luxon 7.5J x 18"
for tyre 225/40 R18 in silver design 225/40 R18
(CCX 800 004); in anthracite grey design
(CCX 800 004A); in grey metallic design
(3T0 071 498 D HA7)

Alloy wheel Trinity 7.5J x 18"
for tyre 225/40 R18 in grey polish design
(3T0 071 498A HA7);
in silver design (3T0 071 498J 8Z8)

Alloy wheel Sirius 7.5J x 18"
in anthracite grey design;
for tyre 225/40 R18 (3T0 071 498H HA7)

Alloy wheel Twister 7.5J x 17"
in black design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497 JX2)

Alloy wheel Laurel 7.5J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497 B 7ZS)

Alloy wheel Venus 7.0J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 225/45 R17 (3T0 071 497 C 7ZS)

Valve caps for tire valves
(000 071 215C)

Alloy wheel Flash 6.0J x 17"
in silver design; for tyre 205/50 R17 (5E0 071 497B 7ZS);
suitable for snow chains (CEP 800 001)

Alloy wheel Spectrum 7.0J x 16"
in silver design; for tyre 205/55 R16 (3T0 071 496 7ZS)

Alloy wheel Moon 7.0J x 16"
in silver design; for tyre 205/55 R16 (3T0 071 496 A 7ZS)

Cover for the
complete set of wheels
(000 073 900B)

Alloy wheel Helix 7.0J x 16"
in silver design; for tyre 205/55 R16 (3T0 071 496B 8Z8)

Hub cover Turbine
for wheel 7.0J x 16"; 4-piece set (3T0 071 456)

Hub cover Nordic
for wheel 6.0J x 16";4-piece set (5E0 071 456)

Screw covers* for more aesthetic look
of the wheels; silver-grey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37);
for wheels with safety bolts
000 071 597 C (1Z0 071 215A Z37);
silver-grey glossy (1Z0 071 215 U27);
silver metallic (1Z0 071 215 7ZS);
black glossy (1Z0 071 215 9B9);
black matt (1Z0 071 215 01C);
for wheels with safety bolts
000 071 597 C (1Z0 071 215A 01C)

*available during the 4th quarter of 2014

SAFETY

Baby Plus
child seat
(000 019 900E)

ISOFIX Duo plus Top Tether
child seat
(DDA 000 006)

Baby-Safe Plus
child seat
(1ST 019 907)

ISOFIX Duo G 0/1
child seat
(000 019 909D)

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name
Baby Plus

0–13

Baby-Save Plus

0–13

1 (9–18)

ISOXIFIX Duo plus Top Tether

0–18

ISOFIX G 0/1 with RWF frame

0–18

ISOFIX G 0/1 with FWF frame
All Superb and Superb Combi vehicles are, with regards to safety, fully equipped right from the factory. However, if you want to provide maximum safety
to the smallest passengers, you have to choose a quality and size-fitting child safety seat. We have aprepared a wide offer of child seats for children
up to 36 kg. The ŠKODA Genuine Accessories also include options for the security of your car (alarm or mechanical drive locking system) and other options
related to safety and security.

0+ (0–13)

2 (15–25)

3 (22–36)

9–18

Wavo 1-2-3

15–36

Wavo Kind

15–36

Original ŠKODA child seats successfully passed
the Euro NCAP tests.

RWF frame
for rear-facing fitting
(DDF 000 003A)
No photo: FWF frame
for forward-facing fitting
(DDF 000 002)

Wavo 1-2-3
child seat
(000 019 903D)

Wavo Kind
child seat
(000 019 904D)

Additional assortment for children Nika a Tom
travel pillow of plush
(000 084 510B 314 - Nika; 000 084 510A 274 - Tom)

Child seats - keeping our little ones comfy and safe
Do you want your children to sit in the safest spot possible? Child seats from ŠKODA Genuine
Accessories with ISOFIX reliable anchoring, Top Tether attachment, the choice of travelling
while facing forward or backward, comfort and adjustment to respect the child’s growth
provide the best solutions for transporting the smallest passengers.

Practical and variable
Smart seat design allows the child to sit not only at the back, but also next to the
driver, where you can see him or her better. The seats are distinguished by variability
and many setting positions, so that they can adjust to your child’s changing size.
They also can be used outside of the car as a carrier for transporting the child
or as a practical seat.
Perfectly tested
The certainty of maximum possible safety and quality can only be achieved through
rigorous testing. Therefore every seat in the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line
conforms with the ECE 44.04 European safety regulation and has passed
a number of additional tests. Excellent results in the Euro NCAP crash
test along with successful tests for non-fl ammability, absence
of harmful substances, and lining quality confi rm the
seats’ high quality and safety.

Snow chains
for 205/55 R16
or 205/50 R17
(CEP 800 001);
suitable for alloy
wheels 6.0J x 17"
Flash (5E0071497 B)
Rear parking sensors
– for monitoring distance of
vehiclefrom potential obstacles;
for Superb (BEA 800 002);
for Superb Combi (BEA 800 003)

Protective pad under the child seat
(000 019 819A)

Alarm system with interior monitoring
retrofit kit consists of a basic kit (BKA 700 001)
and mounting kit (BKA 800 001)

Nika
blanket with pillow, pink color
(000 084 503A 314)

Tom
blanket with pillow, blue color
(000 084 503 274)

Foldable snow shovel made of alloy;
3-part incl. Practical textile cover;
weight 750 g (5L0 099 320)

Tow rope (GAA 500 001)

Safety bolt set
(000 071 597C)

Spare bulb set depending
on the car´s equipment,
for Superb (3T5 052 000;
3T5 052 000A XENON);
for Superb Combi (3T9 052 000;
3T9 052 000A XENON)

Reflective safety vest
(3T0 093 056)

Car care products
Car cosmetic set - winter (000096352H)
Promotion kit of car care products (000096356A)
Car cosmetic set - summer (000096356B)
Polishing wax (HAO096007)
Product for treatment of metallic paint (HAO096008)
Interior cleaner (HBA096024)
Leather cleaner (HBA096025)
Incect remover, window cleaner (HBA096028)
Wheel disk cleaning gel (HBA096038)
Concentrate window cleaner 1:100 (HBA096039)
Dashboard cleaner (HBA096040)
Windscreen de-icer (HFA096020)
Window cleaner - winter (HFA096022)

First aid box, whose content corresponds
to amended Decree No. 216/2010
(3T0 093 108)

Mechanical drive locking system
manual transmission (DVC 800 001)
No photo: Automatic transmission for cars
manufactured before week45 of 2009
(DVC 800 002); for cars manufactured
after week 45 of 2009 (DVC 800 003)
No photo: Safetronic electromechanical
drive locking system
for manual transmission (3T1 071 775);
for automatic transmission (3T1 071 775A)

Warning triangle
(GGA 700 001A)

Music & cOMmUNIcAtion
Radio Swing: CD player of audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio files,
ampflier power 4x 20 W, digital signal processor with equaliser (3T0 035 161K)

Undoubtedly, driving the ŠKODA Superb or Superb Combi is an experience
in itself. However, it may be more comfortable with great companions,
including those from music & communication technology. Radio receivers
offered within the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories create not only a pleasant
atmosphere inside the car but provide you with traffi c announcements as
well. Furthermore, all devices allow information transfer between the Maxi
DOT display, Climatronic air conditioning and parking assistant. Options also
include an integrated DVD player with two screens or navigation systems.

Radio Bolero: Integrated CD-changer for 6 CDs, SD and MMC memory card
reader, player of audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio files, ampflier 4x 20 W,
digital signal processor with equaliser, Traffic Information Memory (TIM),
ability to control via 6.5" TFT colour touch screen, display showing data from
the Climatronic air conditioning and parking sensors

Connecting cable for MDI
(Mobile Device Interface)
AZO 800 001 for iPod/iPhone–MDI;
AZO 800 002 for USB–MDI;
AZO 800 003 for miniUSB–MDI;
AZO 800 004 for jack 3,5 mm–MDI)
No photo: Kit for additional fitting
of MDI (3T0 051 592)
Columbus navigation system: radio with DVD navigation system including map data
for Western or Eastern Erope, integrated SD and MMC memory card reader, player of
audio CDs and MP3 or WMA audio files. The DVD drive supports both navigation DVD
as well as audio CS, DVD-ROM, DVD±RW, CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD Audio and
DVD Video. The navigation system includes digital signal processor with equaliser,
integrated 30GB hard disk (10GB for navigation data; remaining 20GB can be used for
MP3 and WMA audio files) and TMC traffic news support. Ability to control via 6.5" TFT
(AAN 800 001A) DVD with maps not included

Amundsen+ navigation system: radio with DVD navigation system including map
data for Western or Eastern Erope, integrated bluetooth hans-free and SD, SDHC
and MMC memory card reader, player of audio CDs and audio files in MP3, WMA,
OGG and AAC formats, CD-changer or MDI connection, TMC traffic news support,
ability to control via 5" TFT colour touch screen; Western Europe maps (5JO 051 230B);
Eastern Europe maps (5JO 051 230C)

Kit for additional fitting of non-original radio
for vehicles with preparation for non-original radio (8YZ)
(AZO 700 001)

Navigation SD cards
for Amundsen+ navigation system;
Western Europe (3TO 051 255H);
Eastern Europe (3TO 051 255J)
No photo:
DVD for Columbus navigation system
Western Europe (3TO 051 859AC);
Eastern Europe (3TO 051 859AG);
Australia (3T0 051 859S)

These products represent just a part of the wide range of accessories. For more information on the complete range, current prices, delivery
terms and lead times, contact your authorised ŠKODA partner. All details of technical specifi cations, design, equipment, materials, guarantees
and appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves the right to make any changes (including
changes in technical parameters or individual model equipment). This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper which was bleached without
using chlorine. The paper is 100% recyclable.
The environmental logo expresses ŠKODA Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts
at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.

www.skoda-auto.com

Your ŠKODA partner:
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ŠKODA Service App
Always on your side.

